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Человек из СССР [Chelovek iz SSSR/The Man from the USSR] was written
in Berlin in 1925–26 according to Dmitri Nabokov’s introductory note and in
the fall of 1926 according to Boyd. It was published (first act only) in Руль
[Rul'/The rudder], Berlin, on 1-Jan-1927. It was performed by Yuri
Ofrosimov’s Group Theater in Berlin on 1-Apr-1927. (See VNTRY 258, 263,
272–73.)
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While immersed in work on The Gift, Nabokov made time to write Событие
[Sobytie/The event] over four weeks in November and December 1938. It was
premiered by the Russian Theater in Paris on 4-Mar-1938 and published in
Русские записки [Russkie zapiski/Russian annals], Paris, in Apr-1938. (See
VNTRY 446, 480–85, 486.)
Полюс [Polius/The pole] was first completed on 8-Jul-1923 and then revised
in Apr-1924. It appeared in two installments in Rul': 14-Aug-1924 and 16Aug-1924. (See VNTRY 209.)
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Дедушка [Dedushka/The grand-dad] was finished on 30-Jun-1923 and
printed in Rul' on 14-Oct-1923. (See VNTRY 209, 225.)
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May-1985, 1 issue
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FIRST EDITION (BRUCCOLI CLARK)
¶ First printing, 14-Dec-1984

T

Collation: (22.7 X 15.0 cm), Indeterminate because the signatures are perfect
bound, 176 leaves, pp. [i–iv] v [vi] [1–2] 3–29 [30–31] 32–33 [34] 35–122
[123] 124–125 [126] 127–263 [264–265] 266–267 [268] 269–283 [284–
285] 286–287 [288] 289–307 [308–310] 311–313 [314] 315–342 [343–
346]

Title page: Two pages. Left page: Vladimir | Nabokov | \rule\ |
INTRODUCTION AND TRANSLATIONS | BY DMITRI NABOKOV |
BRUCCOLI CLARK | \rule\ | HARCOURT BRACE JOVANOVICH,
PUBLISHERS | SAN DIEGO NEW YORK LONDON. Right page: \nine
vertical rules down left side\ The Man | from the | USSR | and | Other Plays
| WITH TWO ESSAYS ON THE DRAMA
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Copyright page: ©1984 by the Article 3b Trust Under the Will of Vladimir
Nabokov | The Event ©1938 by Vladimir Nabokov; renewed 1966 by
Vladimir Nabokov | Translations and Introductions ©1984 by Dmitri
Nabokov | All rights reserved. No part of this publication | may be
reproduced or transmitted in any form or | by any means, electronic or
mechanical, including | photocopy, recording, or any information storage |
and retrieval system, without permission in | writing from the publisher. |
Requests for permission to make copies of any | part of the work should be
mailed to: | Permissions, Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Publishers, | Orlando,
FL 32887. | Library of Congress Cataloging in Publication Data | Nabokov,
Vladimir Vladimirovich, 1899-1977. | The man from the USSR and other
plays. | Translated from the Russian. | 1. Nabokov, Vladimir
Vladimirovich, 1899-1977— | Translations, English. I. Nabokov, Dmitri.
II. Title. | III. Title: Man from the U.S.S.R. and other plays. |
PG3476.N3A26 1984 891.72’42 84-10862 | ISBN 0-15-156882-0 |
Designed by Dalia Hartman | Printed in the United States of America |
First edition | A B C D E | \publisher’s device\

A

A55.1 First printing, 1984,
cover, front

Binding: Quarter bound black cloth and black paper over boards. White
endpapers. All edges trimmed. Front cover: \blind stamping\ \seven
vertical rules\ VN. Back cover: \gilt stamping\ 0-15-156882-0. Spine: \all
gilt stamping, running down\ \top quarter\ \seven rules\ | NABOKOV |
\middle half\ \The Man from the USSR | \seven rules\ and Other Plays |
\bottom quarter\ \publisher’s device running across\ | HARCOURT |
BRACE | JOVANOVICH
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A55.1 First printing, 1984, title
page

A55.1 First printing, 1984,
copyright page

Covering: White dust jacket. Front cover: \pale blue background\ \box with
black decorative border and tan background wrapping around spine to back
cover\ VLADIMIR | \red\ NABOKOV | \box without border and tan
background\ THE MAN | FROM THE | \red\ U \black square\ S \black
square\ S \black square\ R \black square\ | & OTHER PLAYS |
Translations and Introduction by | DMITRI NABOKOV. Back cover:
\wraparound box with list of other Nabokov books by publisher\. Spine:
\running down\ \wraparound box\ VLADIMIR | \red\ NABOKOV |
\outside box\ THE MAN | FROM THE | \red\ U \black square\ S \black
square\ S \black square\ R \black square\ | \running across\ \publisher’s
device in red\ | HARCOURT | BRACE | JOVANOVICH. Front flap:
>$24.95 | \title and author in black and red, book description. Back flap:
\book description continued\ | \undated photo by Véra Nabokov of
Nabokov\ | \author and translator information\Jacket design by Drystyna
Skalski | \publisher information\
Contents: [i] half-title, [ii–iii] title-pages, [iv] copyright-page, v table of
contents, [vi] blank, [1] section heading, [2] blank, 3–29 text, [30] blank,
[31] section heading, 32 introductory note, 33 text, [34] blank, 35–122

text, [123] section heading, 124 introductory note, 125 text, [126] blank,
127–263 text, [264] blank, [265] section heading, 266 introductory note,
267 text, [268] blank, 269–283 text, [284] blank, [285] section heading,
286 introductory note, 287 text, [288] blank, 289–307 text, [308] blank,
[309] section heading, [310] blank, 311–313 introduction, [314] blank,
315–342 text, [343–346] blank
ISBN/ISBN-13/SBN: 0-15-156882-0
Price: $24.95
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Additional Works: Essay by Dmitri Nabokov, “Nabokov and the Theatre”;
chronology; a short note by Dmitri Nabokov before each play; another
essay by Dmitri Nabokov, “Introduction”.
Works: († means a work translated by someone other than Nabokov)
1) † The Man from the USSR [Человек из СССР]
2) † The Event [Событие]
3) † The Pole [Полюс]
4) † The Grand-dad [Дедушка]
5) Playwriting
6) The Tragedy of Tragedy

FIRST BRITISH EDITION (WEIDENFELD & NICOLSON)
¶ First printing, May-1985

F

As first edition, except
Collation: (21.5 X 13.7 cm), 348 pages

Title page: \on left page, no publisher information before second rule; after
second rule\ WEIDENFELD & NICOLSON | LONDON
Copyright page: … | First published in Great Britain in 1985 by | George
Weidenfeld & Nicolson Ltd, 91 Clapham High Street, London SW4 | … |
ISBN 0 297 78596 6 | Printed in Great Britain by | Redwood Burn Limited,
Trowbridge

A

Binding: Orange cloth over boards. White endpapers. All edges trimmed.
Front and back covers: \blank\. Spine: \running down, silver stamping\
VLADIMIR | NABOKOV | THE MAN | FROM THE | U.S.S.R. | \running
across\ Weidenfeld | & Nicolson

A55.2 First printing, 1985,
cover, front

Covering: White dust jacket with same design as the first edition except that
the cover lettering is on a white background
ISBN/ISBN-13/SBN: 0-297-78596-6
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Price: £20.00
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A55.2 First printing, 1985, title
page

A55.3
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A55.2 First printing, 1985,
cover, front

FIRST WRAPPERS EDITION (BRUCCOLI CLARK)
¶ First printing, Oct-1985
As first edition, except
Collation: (20.3 X 13.3 cm), 352 pages

Title page: \after second rule on left page\ ... | A HARVEST/HBJ BOOK | ...

F

Copyright page: ... | ISBN 0-15-656945-0 (paperback) | Designed by Dalia
Hartman | Printed in the United States of America | First Harvest/HBJ
edition 1985 | A B C D E F G H I J | \publisher’s device\

A

A55.3 First printing, 1985,
cover, front

Binding: White wrappers printed red on the front cover and spine. Front
cover: A Harvest/HBJ Book | \yellow rule\ | \white\ VLADIMIR | \white\
NABOKOV | \yellow rule\ | THE | \yellow rule\ | \double tall “M” and “F”\
MAN FROM | \yellow rules\ | THE | \yellow rule\ U.S.S.R. | \two yellow
rules\ | & OTHER PLAYS | TRANSLATION AND INTRODUCTION
BY | DMITRI NABOKOV | \yellow rule\. Back cover: >>$9.95 Drama |
\author, title, book description, blurbs, about the author\ | Cover design by
Paul Gamarello | A Harvest/HBJ Book | ... | ISBN 0-15-656945-0. Spine:
\running down\ \white\ VLADIMIR NABOKOV | \yellow rule\ | THE
MAN FROM THE U.S.S.R. | \running across\ \publisher’s device\ | \white\
HARCOURT | BRACE | JOVANOVICH
ISBN/ISBN-13/SBN: 0-15-656945-0, [978-0-15-656945-3]
Series and Number: Harvest/HBJ
Price: $9.95
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¶ On-demand printing, date unknown
As first wrappers printing, except
Collation: (21.6 X 13.9 cm), 354 pages
Binding: Compared to the 1985 first printing, the binding is in bright white
wrappers. Pages bulk less. Front cover: \same\. Spine: \lettering smaller
size\. Back cover: \no price, added bar code and logo of lightning over
book (on-demand printing?)\
Contents: Compared to the 1985 first printing, the contents are the same up
to page 340: [341] text numbered as “342”, [342] text numbered as “341”,
[343–344] blank, [345] list of other Nabokov books by publisher, [346–
347] blank, [348] printing information and bar code at bottom of page
Description: This print-on-demand issue, compared to the 1985 first printing,
is in a larger format; has slightly different cover colors; has an on-demand
printer’s logo and no price on the back cover; its printing quality is less
sharp; pp. 341 and 342 are switched; p. [346] has several lines of
information at the bottom.
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